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ABSTRACT 

Pattern matching between two scenes is an important part in image or pattern recognition and registration. 
It based on finding the best match between two scenes using some selected control points. Image of Solar 
Planets are somehow difficult in defining distinctive features for matching especially when compared with 
Earth’s image (ex. Contrast, resolution). Geometrical transformation (scaling and rotation) may affect the 
registration due to improper selection of correct control points. The degree of distortion due to geometrical 
transform may affect numbers and accuracy of match. In this article, a new auto-selection method for the 
reference points is established. First, the scale compensation, a new procedure has evaluated for the range 
of scaling factor (0.5-1.5). Also, the method was established when there is a rotation effects associated with 
the scaling one. It was evaluated for rotation range (1o-90o) with the same range of scaling. Second, new 
matching method for finding the best match between the selected list of control was introduced. This 
method depends on the distance and angle between corresponding points. This method tested on satellite 
image of Mars. A computer simulation was build using Matlab Language. The results showed a good 
performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental problems that are always appear 
that the objects in the world may display in 
different ways. This problem occurs when 
analyzing real-world measurement data [1, 2]. 
Many computer vision applications still tackling 
with, so called, invariant local features. This 
property is specific with set of transformations that 
related for detecting image features; ex. similarities 
or affinities [3]. The detected features from the 
training image is crucial for the best object 
recognition task [4]. 

Some of image matching researchers arises in the 
computer vision, image processing, medical 
imaging and remote sensing. They are precondition 
steps in many practical problems, such as stereo 
vision, object recognition, and object tracking 
system (ex. Camera motion images) [5, 6].  

The beginning of image matching work can be 
back to 1981 when Moravec work on stereo 
matching using corner detector. It has improved by 
Harris and Stephens 1988 to make it appealable 
through small image variation and near edge [7-9]. 

Crowley 1981; Crowley and Parker 1984 
developed a representation that specified peaks and 
ridges in scale space using different of Gaussian 
filters in tree structure; it can be used to match 
images with arbitrary scale change, same idea was 
confirmed by Lowe 1999. Laplacian of Gaussian 
and specific based operator were proposed by 
Lindeberg 1998 [1, 6, 9, 10]. 

The main contribution of this study is to find a 
technique which is efficient and more reliable in 
match between images and finally registering 
between them. Rotation and variation of attitude, 
and altitude of camera sensor in space may add 
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some distortion in their images. The challenge of 
this work when find a match in images of planet. 
The low contrast and smooth surface of these 
images may affect on find a good control points 
between them. 

 The research article is organized as follows; in 
section 2 the relevant theoretical and steps of 
proposed method which represent the main area of 
this work. Section 3 demonstrate the 
implementation of this algorithm. Section 4, the test 
results and discussions are given, finally in section 
5 is conclusions. 

2. RELATED METHOD 

The goal of this work is find a control points 
between images of the same scene for applying the 
image registration. The control points should be 
invariant to scaling and rotation. The criteria of 
work are by find the correct points and avoid the 
outliers. The smoothness and low contrast planet’s 
image may affect the right control points; a new 
robust method is adopted for this work.  

2.1. Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT): 

Sift algorithm is a local feature detection. It 
detects interest points in scale space, and define 
their positions, scales, and rotations. 

 

The beginning of computation is to find over all 
scales and image location. In scale space extreme of 
the difference of Gaussian function convolved with 
the image have been applied due to find a stable 
key point locations (i.e. subtracting convolved 
images which are adjacent in the same resolution). 
The main reliable work is based on Gaussian 
function. 

The following equations represent 2-Dimensional 
scale space [11]: 

),(),,(),,( yxIyxGyxL                   

….(1) 

Where * is the convolution operator, 

),,( yxG is a variable-scale Gaussian, and 

),( yxI is the image; ( ) is the standard deviation 

of Gaussian, also, it the scale space of keypoint. 
The Gaussian function [9] is: 

222 2/)(
22

1
),,( 


 yxeyxG     .... (2) 

An extracted point selects from images filtered 
by Gaussian function. It is computed as the 
difference between two images. It passed through 
Gaussian function at scale k times the other one. 
The ),,( yxD is given by [4]: 

),()),,(),,((),,( yxIyxGkyxGyxD  
 

),,(),,(  yxLkyxL             

.... (3) 

Each point of image is compared with its 
neighbors. This process continued with points of 
the same image but has different scale factor. The 
result points called sift point [5, 12].   

2.2.  Proximity Matrix: 

This is a technique which used for finding a 
match between two images depend on the distance. 
Two points in two images consider be match when 
have similar locations. The corresponding between 
two images depends on the minimal total difference 
of point to point between them. Ullman was first 
who adopted this theory. To overcome the effect of 
translation, shearing, and scaling deformation, Scott 
and Longuet-Higgins, proposed a proximity matrix 
(G) by minimizing square distance between all 
points defined by the formula [13-15]: 

2

2
ijr

ij eG


 …. (4) 

Where, rij is the Euclidean distance between two 
points, δ is appropriate unit of distance.  

3.  METHODOLOGY 

The process for register two image (the reference, 
and sensed one), should find match between them. 
Reference and sensed image must belong to the 
same scene in order to find correspond. There are 
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different artifacts that cause impact on the degree of 
corresponding. Scaling, rotation, instabilities of 
imaging system, and the different of illumination 
condition may affect the registration process. Image 
of Planet as compared to Earth satellite images, 
have low contrast and smooth surface area. These 
features establish a challenge in find a best match 
between images. A new method used for matching 
that depend on distance with its angle is established 
for this work.  

 

At the first the most two operators that affect on 
image are scaling and rotation. For obtain best 
match between reference and sensed image a pre-
calculation process must be done. These operation 
is necessary for reduce the dimensionality between 
these images. The effect of rotation in associated 
with scaling is applied on sensed image and 
compared with its reference one. Two algorithm 
have been built for estimate scaling and rotation. 
After that a match with registration is applied. A 
diagram of the operations is show in figure (1).

 

Figure 1. steps of methodology. 

 

3.1.  Estimate Scale 

The estimate scale is computed utilize distance 
measurement. The measured distances are 
depending on sift-points. These points need a 
reference point for the calculation in both images.  

 

At first, preprocessing steps are applied on both 
images (reference and sensed one). The grey values 
range of both images were elongate through 
applying (standardization transform or Z-score) 
equation. The equation of (Z-score) is [16]: 





x

x   .… (5) 

Where (  ) represent the mean and ( ) is 

standard deviation. 

 

Histogram is used to find the keypoints. These 
values are bounded to be with the range minmum 
and maximum in order to avoid the extrem dynamic 
range of brightness. This is used because sometimes 
suffer from brightness distortion effects. The values 
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of ],[ '' MaxMin  are assessed using the following 

criterion [17]: 




min

nmi

)(
1

I

IHist
MN

              02.0   .… (6) 




max

xma

)(
1

I

IHist
MN

              02.0   .… (7) 

Where 'Min is the lowest possible value that 

equal equation (6) 

 

'Max is the brightest possible value that equal 

equation (7).  

MN is the size of image. 

The value (0.02) is a threshold value adopted to 
define the accepted ratio of brightness levels. This 
condition used in both images for obtain vaules 

between ( '' , MaxMaxMinMin  ).  

Median filter then is used to remove the small 
region (island and gaps) which caused unwanted 
features.  

To select a specific features a distinguish 
between them must be used. A seed filling 
alogroithm was applied to set apart each one from 
other. A four neighbour of each pixel is depend for 
the seed filling as in figure (2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Seed Filling tech [18]. 

 

A threshold is set for eliminate features near the 
edges because it is subject to some kind of 
distrotions. Another criteria was utilize to filter 
some lined features. Lined features may represent a 
slots, river path, and some times crack in land 
which is subject to various conditions through time. 
On the other hand, circle or semi-circle features are 
more consistent which is need to be establishe. A 
morphological operation is applied in this criteria. 
To detect features (circle or semi-circle), a 
threshold is used to check their shapes  depend on 
the area of that features definning as: 

maxmin RlengthR    .… (8) 

maxmin RwidthR    …. (9) 

Where minR , and maxR are: 

3

2
*min RR       …. (10) 

2

3
*max RR      …. (11) 

Where R is the radius of each feature. 

After that, a single feature is select from the rest 
that depend on its large area. Some of the 
enhancement is done on the selected feature by 
checking their brightness boundary according to the 
following equation: 

stdV *min      .... (12) 

stdV *max       .... (13) 

Where   is the mean gray level value, std is the 

standard deviation, and   is a constant (a value of 

1.1 is used in this work).  

A center of the selected feature is compute. it is 
compute through the following equation [17]: 

For the (x-axis) is: 
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For the (y-axis) is: 
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Where (N) is the size of column in the (x-axis) 
and the size of row in the (y-axis). 

 

Finally, reference point represents center of the 
largest area of the selected feature. Distance 
measurement is computed using sift-points, which 
compute for both images using equation (1) and (2), 
according to reference point in both images. The 
estimated scale is measured using the equation [19]: 

reference

sensed

dis

dis
Scale      …. (16) 

Where dis is the distance and computed as: 

k

dis
dis

k

i

 1     .... (17) 

Where k is the no. of sift-point. 

 

The error percentage is evaluated for this part of 
work using the following equation [20]: 

Percentage Error %100*
OV

EVOV 
   .... (18) 

 

Where OV is original value, and EV evaluated 
value. 

 

3.2. Estimate Rotation 

The rotation estimation was computed for the 
sensed image which has the scale effect as 

compared to the reference image. Also, calculation 
of reference point is needed in this part in both 
images. Equations (5) to (15) were used for this 
work. 

 

The center of the image with reference point is 
used for estimating the degree of rotation of the 
sensed image according to the following equation 
[21]: 

)(tan 1

x

y     .… (19) 

Percentage error was evaluated for this part by 
equation (18). 

 

3.3. Estimate Match 

From equation (1) and equation (2), a sift-points 
are compute for the both images. Two images of the 
same scene can find match between them according 
to their sift-points. The new proposed algorithm for 
matching is: 







 ddiff     …. (22) 

Where d is the difference of the distance 

between the match point,   is angle  difference 

between the match point, and  is the relative 

diffraction of angle of points which is in the same 
position or diffracted some pixel from each other. 
The relative diffraction angle was evaluated 
through an equation resulted from a simulation for a 
pixel locate in small size window. A deflection 
angle is computed for three window (3*3), (5*5), 
and (7*7) in computer simulation.   

 

A deflection angle equation is: 
 

2345669 2253.00087.00002.0102108 mmmmm ddddd  
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983.231489.3  md     .… (23) 

 

Where md  is the mean distance of the two 

points. 
 

Image registration is used for the verification of 
the selected points. First, geometrical registration or 
spatial registration is utilized by applying an affine 
transformation. It is a two dimensional mapping 
algorithm. This algorithm is define at minimum 
with 3-collinear control points (CP). It can 
transform a parallelogram onto a square. This 
equation [22] is: 

yaxaax 210
'      …. (24) 

ybxbby 210
'      …. (25) 

 
Where x and y is position in the first image or 

reference one, x’ and y’ is position in second one or 
sensed image. The (ao, a1, a2) and (bo, b1, b2) is six 
parameters constant. 

 
Second, the radiometric similarity is utilize for 

the best verification. Sometimes, geometric 
distortion by relief and different orientation of 
images may affect the match result. For best 
radiometric similarity a comparison with the shift 
value of key points have been utilized. It is 
restricted by small area around key points in both 
images called search area. Sum of absolute 
difference (SAD) of radiometric similarity is 
checked for best correspondence between these 
points which is [23]:. 

 

  ),(),( ''
21 yxIyxISAD     …. (26) 

 
Where I1(x,y) and I2(x’,y’) are the intensity of the 

reference and sensed image respectively. A window 

of (3*3), (5*5), or (7*7) are check as sequences if 
not found in one of them the following one is 
tested.  

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

A computer simulation was applied in this work 
for image of Mars ((data set name:” MARS 
EXPRESS HRSC MAP PROJECTED REFDR 
V3.0”, product creation time:” 2016-03-
02T11:36:00.000Z”). The image of Mars is shown 
in figure (3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Mars Express Hrsc Map Projected Refdr 
V3.0. 

 

 

4.2. Scaling Result 

The result of appling an estimation for the scaling 
value is show below with its percentage error. 
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(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4. Estimation Of: (A) Scale Value. (B) Its Percentage Error. 

 

The aim of this step is to estimate the scale value 
between two image of the same scene (the reference 
and the sensed one). The result is showning in 
figure (4a) between the real value and the estimated 
one. The error percentage in figure (4b) reveal its 
deviation from the real value. The estimation of 
scale value is reveal a good estimation especially 
when the scale value larger than one becaue of 
increase its resolution and size of its feature as 
compared when its below one. Features of image of 
planet has low in contrast and number features and 
have a best estimate when it is large the original 
one. The erosion of the surface of planet may affect 
on its number and distinguish its features. 

 

4.1. Rotation Result 

The result of using methods for rotation 
estimation value for image contaminate with 
rotation and scale effect. 

The estimation rotation was applied on an sensed 
image which has scale values (0.5-1.5) of the 
reference image. Ecah value of scale, which is 
(0.1), a rotation estimation is evaluated for values 

( oo 901  ) as in the following figures. 

 

        

(a)                                                                            (b) 
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(c)                                                                                    (d) 

        

(e)                                                                                       (f) 

        

(g)                                                                                           (h) 
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(i)                                                                                         (j)         

 

(k)  

Figure 5. Rotation Estimation Value To Angle ( oo 901  ) With Scale Value: (A) 0.5, (B) 0.6 (C) 0.7, (D) 0.8, (E) 

0.9, (F) 1, (G) 1.1, (H) 1.2, (I) 1.3, (J) 1.4, (K) 1.5. 

 

The error percentage for the rotation value for 
each sitution is showining below: 

       

(a)                                                                                       (b) 
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(c)                                                                                  (d) 

        

(e)                                                                                  (f) 

        

(g)                                                                                       (h) 
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(i)                                                                                       (j)         

 

(k) 

Figure 6. Error Percentage For Rotation Estimation Value For Angle ( oo 901  ) When Scale Value: (A) 0.5, (B) 

0.6, (C) 0.7, (D) 0.8, (E) 0.9, (F) 1, (G) 1.1, (H) 1.2, (I) 1.3, (J) 1.4, (K) 1.5. 

 

From the figure (5) reveal that method for 
estimating rotation value show a good estimation 
when there is a variation in its scale (0.5-1.5). The 
small range of scale value represent the maximum 
range of variation of altiude of satellite that occure. 
The variation of altitude may be refer to the path of 
satelite or to unstabilities of its sensor or the effect 
of matual influnce of gravity that affect on it. The 
reboost of this estimateion can show in percent 
error in figure (6). When the scale value is less than 
one it reveals a small variation in finding its 
rotation value this is due to low resolution that 
affect on its feature. Instead of that, when the 
resolution value is large than one, show a good 
estimation of rotation value. For the value of scale 
(1) the variation in its result because of the 
compution of scale method which depends on the 

bicubic interpolation which affect its intensity 
values. 

4.2. Match Result 

The value of six-parameter of affine transform 
are show in table (1) and the scatter plot of 
radiometric similarity are display in the following 
figures with the final match key points in the 
reference image and sensed. 
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Table.(1): parameter values of affine transform 

Coefficient value 

ao 6.4248 

a1 995.4164*10-3 

a2 11.2126*10-6 

bo 5.9720 

b1 -2.9506*10-3 

b2 992.27*10-3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Scatter Plot Of Radiometric Similarity. 
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Figure 8.  Key Points Of The Reference Image (Mars Image). 

 

Figure 9.  Key Points Of The Sensed Image (Mars Image). 
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Find match between two images means find its 
correspond one by identify match control points. In 
this work a new proposed method for locate these 
points was established. The match points are 
computed by applying equation (22) and (23). The 
two criteria that are used for match which is 
distance and angle. These two criteria are related on 
each other. For example, if any point can have 
similar angle with unequal distance consider an 
outlier according to equation (22) and vice versa. 
The number of key points (sift-points) that are 
found in the reference image are (3139) point with 
(3230) point for the sensed one. The difference in 
their number because the sensed one is the best 
repaired one from geometric distortion (scale and 
rotation). The final number of the match between 
them after the verification are (126) point as shown 
in figure (8) and (9). For the verification a spatial 
registration with its radiometric similarity are 
utilized. Table (1) represent the values of the 
parameter of equation (24) and (25) which 
evaluated from sift-points. Sometimes, geometric 
distortion by relief and different orientation of 
images may affect the match result. For best 
radiometric similarity a comparison with the shift 
value of key points have been utilized with 
equation (26). The result can show in scatter plot in 
figure (7). The scatter plot reveal that the diagonal 
line represents unaffected points. The shifted points 
to the correct position is on the horizontal axis 
while the vertical axis represent the inverse of that.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The preprocessing steps for estimating rotation 
and scaling value made match more accurate. This 
step is necessary on the quality of selection of 
accurate points especially with these images. The 
selection of range of scale values with rotation 
relate to the range of geometric distortion that 
represent paths of satellite with its attributes. The 
new algorithm for estimation of scale valve with 
range (0.5-1.5) associated with rotation angle   
( oo 901  ) shows good estimation for them. The 

auto detection method shows a good match as 
shown in result. The proposed method for matching 
which relay on the distance and angle with its 
deflection formula exhibit a robust in selected a 

good match points. This procedure may extend to 
include multispectral images of planets and image 
of our life.   

5. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS 
STUDIES: 

 
Many methods have been developed for the 

automatic image matching for the different line of 
life. These methods were used a spatial domain and 
others depend on the frequency domain. The 
proposed method for this paper is state on the 
spatial domain with the geometrical relationship 
with its neighbors. As compared with other 
methods it uses the relation of distance and angle 
for image of planet which has features and contrast 
as compared to others.  

The following table is show the comparison of 
the proposed method with two methods on the same 
data set with the similar condition. The first one is 
SURF (Speed up Robust Features) detector. The 
difference is in the number of the matched points in 
both images. 

Table (2): Comparing the match points previous 
studies 

Method 
SURF 
[24] 

Harris 
[25] 

Proposed 
method 

No. of 
Points 

10 2 126 
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